BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
AND LIVING COMFORT WITH GEZE

Accessibility with GEZE

Innovative system solutions
GEZE is one of the world‘s leading
manufacturers of building technology. We
create individual, customised solutions
for complete door, window and safety
technology, and offer an extensive range of
services.
Our high company standards ensure that our products
contribute to innovative building concepts and provide
barrier-free access, comfort and safety in building technology.
Three pre-requisites help us to do justice to these standards:
• intensive exchange with our customers, partners and user
groups of our products,
• intensive research and development work in our technology
centre and
• observation of trends in modern architecture and
contemporary building as well as developments in building
management systems.
These pre-requisites guide us in our efforts to eliminate “barriers”
through innovative and continually improved products, and make
the convenient use of buildings possible.
The operation of doors and the passage through doors as well
as the opening and closing of windows are central issues at
GEZE when it comes to barrier-free building design. We achieve
functional, outstanding aesthetic and economical solutions for
you, and get rid of all the barriers in the early planning stages.
We provide comprehensive support and professional consultation.
This starts with the initial draft and standard-conform
selection of products and systems and extends far beyond
installation and maintenance.
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What does accessibility mean?

For whom is barrier-free building important?
People with permanent physical disabilities:

If you plan for youth,
you exclude the old. If
you plan for the old,
you include youth.“
(proverb)
Barrier-free design is
the „avoidance
of barriers and
obstacles, above all
in the design and
construction of access
routes and movement
areas in a space“.
(Translation of
definition from
www.baulexikon.de)

Accessibility is increasingly entering public awareness.
There are important reasons for this. The number of people who are able to and want to lead an independent life
into old age is rising. Enshrined in law, it is also increasingly demanded by people with disabilities. Only through
the removal of barriers a life without the constant support of others is possible for these people. In addition
to this, there is the very topical issue of „inclusion“, the
right of every individual – with or without a disability – to
be able to go everywhere, especially at school and at the
workplace.

c

Accessibility makes it possible for all people, regardless of their physical condition or their age, to live on
an equal footing, independently and without help. It is
a pre-requisite for everyone being able to participate in
society. Accessibility is included in building regulations
and is a criterion for public construction projects. Barrierfree private buildings and residences are also gaining in
significance.

c

People with dwarfism or gigantism

c

People with chronic diseases

c

c

People with motor disabilities, i.e. disabilities affecting the ability to walk and manipulate objects,
and people who use mobility aids and wheel
chairs
People with sensory disabilities, i.e. visually or hearing impaired people, the blind and the deaf
People with cognitive disabilities, i.e. people with
learning disabilities and mentally handicapped
people

People with temporary or situational activity limitations:
c

People temporarily suffering from the consequences of an accident

c

People with pushchairs

c

People with luggage or shopping bags

c

Families with small children

c

Older and weaker people

The goal of barrier-free design is to plan and construct
buildings and housing so that they can be used by anyone without help and without limitation.
Accessibility and Universal Design: New lifestyles
also include the use of buildings and rooms without any
complications. With helpful mechanisms, accessibility is
closely associated with comfort and design. Thus, automatic doors are not only attractive to people with limited
mobility. Accessibility is reﬂected in the concept of Universal Design. According to this concept, buildings must
be made easy to access for the largest possible group of
people, and it must be possible use them without help.
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Societal framework conditions

The global demographic age structure
Age structure
There are more and more elderly people across the
world. According to UN prognoses, the average
age of the population will have increased by up
to 15 years by 2050. Europe already has the oldest
population composition.

to be able to lead an independent life in one‘s own
home until late in life, measures must be taken that
support and promote this independence.

People with disabilities
Across the world, around 600 million people live with
a physical disability. In Europe alone, one in every six
people between the ages of 16 and 64 has a physical
impairment.

The current generation of the „elderly“ is, of course,
healthier, more active, more qualified and better
funded than all previous generations. The effects of
(Source: United Nations Population Prospects).
ageing and the costs that arise from the care required
An important trend in future housing development is are, however, so high that the demand for a barrierthe increasing demand from elderly people for living free environment is increasingly becoming a matter of
quarters that are suitable for their condition. In order course.

Age structure

The ratio of disabled people generally increases with
age and already stands at over 60 percent for the European population over 45 years old.
Source: Grundtvig conference, a decade of European innovation in
adult learning
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People without reduced
mobility in Europe
People with reduced
mobility in Europe
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People with

impaired mobility, disabilities
or illnesses often
experience serious
limitations, ...

when they visit public buildings, schools, hospitals,
care institutions, as well as in their own homes, and
therefore often require outside help. Barrier-free design allows them to live their lives independently of
others and provides them with a better quality of life.
Whether sitting in a wheelchair or dealing with
impaired mobility or motor function – each type of
physical impairment brings special requirements with
it, and the environment that the person affected finds
themselves in must be adapted to these.
GEZE automatic door, window and safety solutions
do not just provide maximum accessibility; they also
offer outstanding user convenience – wherever manual operation is too cumbersome, too exhausting or
simply impossible.

„My illness makes me
aware of my physical
limitations each day – in
order to save my energy,
I have decided to install
doors and windows that
open and close automatically for a better
quality of life.“
Wolfgang M., 59 years old,
severely weakened by
chronic illness
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Walk through doors

quickly and
without help,
or open heavy

without

windows
a problem ...

Actions that many people take for granted become a
great effort or simply impossible in old age.
Due to the global demographic development, the proportion of the population having to face these problems will continue to grow in the future. This is why
accessibility, for the older generations of tomorrow, is
already an important issue today.
Whether in private or public areas, project-specific
solutions from GEZE facilitate elder persons‘ everyday life. GEZE solutions offer them more safety and
comfort thanks to their easy and intuitive operation.
GEZE automatic door and window drives, which can
be activated manually via push buttons or via radar,
facilitate the barrier-free use of doors and windows.

„Before I lived in an old
people‘s home, I often
had problems getting
through entrances and
exits with my Zimmer
frame.
It is so nice that, thanks
to doors which open
and close automatically,
I can now leave my
room and our building
independently. This
makes it easier for me
to go to the shops, for
example.“
Roswitha W.., 78 years old,
has been living in an old
people‘s home for 6 months
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It isn‘t just the
elderly, the disabled
and the mobility
impaired who benefit
from the increasing

importance

and awareness of

accessibility in
architecture

It also provides a massive increase in daily convenience
for children, people with prams and pushchairs,
holidaymakers with luggage, and all other users of a
building. Barrier-free doors and windows make work
much easier for the staff in hospitals or care homes.
Be it when passing through an airport door as you return
from your holiday with a jam-packed suitcase or when
opening high windows – automatic door and window
systems make the everyday life easier and help to provide
additional quality of life.
GEZE makes this comfort possible with its product solutions;
for barrier-free design with GEZE means taking the personal
wishes and individual requirements of people into account
and, in doing so, making life easier and more comfortable.

„When I have collected
my son from nursery
and return home, I am
always impressed with
our automatic door
opener. It is a real relief
for me every day.“
Thomas S., 35 years old and son
Max, 3 years old

In addition, GEZE solutions fit perfectly into the desired
room concept. Barrier-free window drive systems
equipped with “intelligent” controls and sensors
guarantee pleasant natural ventilation and minimise heat
and energy losses.
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In public buildings,
particularly in
hospitals, care homes
and residential
homes, as well as in

Safety for everyone
Building operators require that emergency exit doors
should be locked for security purposes in normal
operation or should only be accessible by authorised
persons via access control systems – this is the opposite of the barrier-free concept. However, in this case
we are talking about „security“. It should protect the
valuables and people within the building whilst preventing unauthorised access.

On the other hand, people who are inside the
building – for example people suffering from dementia in a care home – should, in some circumstances,
not be able to leave the building on their own decision.
In order to deal with this area of conﬂict, GEZE offers a
solution concept that ideally balances emergency exit
controls with access controls.

safety

nurseries,
must also be
guaranteed in

case of
emergency.
the

People who stay here rely on the help of others or on
the help of barrier-free building solutions. Emergency exit solutions must be designed so that immobile,
weak or disorientated people can leave the building
quickly, safely and in a barrier-free way in the case of
an emergency. This is incorporated by the term „safety“.

„It doesn‘t matter where
I am, the first thing
I always do is look for
the emergency exit. In
the case of fire, when
every second counts,
there is no time for that.
In my hospital, there are,
thankfully, automatic
emergency exits. It
means that I am on the
safe side despite my
current handicap.“
Elfriede S., 55 years old, is on
crutches after a knee operations
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Barrier-free design an d comfortable living with GEZE
products
Below you can find out more about the possibilities offered by barrier-free
design and comfortable living

Hold-open devices for use in
preventive fire protection

Prestigious building entrances with automatic sliding doors

Electrical window opening systems for side-hung,
bottom-hung, top-hung and skylight windows as
well as for light domes

Actuation devices

Internal doors with automatic
swing door drives
Free swing door closers

Automatic sliding solutions for barrier-free access in
offices and private homes

Automatic swing doors
and emergency exit
systems for doors on
emergency exit routes

Automatic covering
solutions for windows

Automatic doors
for disabled toilets

Safety technology for emergency exit routes,
access controls and self-locking panic locks
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Smoke and heat extraction systems (RWA / SHEV)
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GEZE – Competence in door, window
and safety technology
GEZE creates individual, customised solutions for complete
door, window and safety technology, and oﬀers an extensive
range of services. GEZE products are an indispensable component
of innovative building concepts and are proof of the global
trend for increased comfort and safety in building technology.
All specific requirements for the project in
question are taken into account – one of the most
important tasks for GEZE is to live up to the societal
and legal requirements concerning the issue of
„accessibility“. Extensive planning and coordinated
products for perfect building function are a key prerequisite for realising larger barrier-free projects.
Safe and reliable door solutions, which are controlled
manually, via buttons or radars and provide barrierfree access, are required for heavily frequented
entrance areas. They enhance safety, comfort and
quality of life in residential properties, too. In order to
claim accessibility in terms of windows, at least one
window per room in private residences must be able
to be operated by anyone without any restrictions.

accessibility in a new building is consideration of
the subject as a whole during the planning phase. This
is the only way obstacles and “barriers” can be avoided
during later implementation. The early consideration
of barrier-free building measures will often only result
in minimum or even no additional costs. Barrier-free
design must not be seen as a limitation on design
freedom, but rather as a challenge for all those
involved in the planning and building implementation.
The barrier-free adaptation of existing buildings
represents a somewhat more major planning and
design challenge. The close cooperation of all those
involved in the adaptation work results in an optimum
solution in these cases, too.

Whether your project is a new building or involves
GEZE offers ideal door and window drives with modernisation of a whole building complex – GEZE
simple, intuitive operation for every application. is available as your professional partner right from
the word go. Thanks to the closely woven GEZE
Decisive for comprehensive and universal distribution network, we can provide consultants
who can demonstrate possible solutions on site for
you even at short notice.

„It is bad when illness means that you only rarely
leave your house. It is a small consolation to be
able to move around in your own house
untroubled. This is why my partner has installed
an automatic swing door drive in our home.
This makes my day-to-day life a lot easier!“
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Astrid P., 35 years old, spends a lot of time at home due to her
impaired mobility

GEZE solutions for accessibility – preventing the
door from being a hindrance
The integration of accessibility into architecture
does not just fulfil the needs of people with limited
motor skills – it also improves the comfort of all visitors
and guests to public buildings, schools, hospitals,
care institutions or hotels. As a leading provider
of door automation, when offering advice, GEZE
is able to look back on many years of experience
and to realise standard and special solutions.

Automatic swing door systems
for comfort and safety
GEZE swing door systems make it easier to pass through
a door whenever manual operation is too cumbersome
or exhausting. They are distinguished by their absolute
reliability and safety, as well as by a clear and modern
design line. GEZE realises customised solutions and
offers planners the greatest possible design freedom.

An overview of the automatic swing door systems
Smaller and less heavy swing doors on the interior
can be automated with little effort using the ECturn
drive. The ECturn is ideal for creating a barrier-free
home. In addition, the ECturn Inside can be integrated in the door leaf or frame.
c With their low overall height of only 7 centimetres
the electromechanical drives of the Slimdrive EMD
series and the new Powerturn series blend almost
invisibly into any building architecture. Both drives
work quietly and are low-maintenance. The convincing features of the Powerturn are maximum accessibility, functional diversity and design. It even opens
large and heavy single and double-leaf doors easily.
The Smart swing function also allows manual door
opening without effort.
c The tried-and-trusted electrohydraulic drives of the
TSA 160 NT series are ideal for high passage frequencies at large and heavy doors – such as in hospitals or
shopping centres.
c

The swing door drives of the series Powerturn, TSA
160 NT, Slimdrive EMD and ECturn with toilet control are recommended for sanitary facilities in hospitals. Access from the outside is prevented when a toilet or bathroom are occupied. The drives are operated
using a large-sized push button. Pushing the button
activates the “occupied” sign and the door is closed.
In an emergency, the door can be opened from the
outside.

c

Swing door drives from GEZE have won awards.
The ECturn has taken the user test conducted
by the German Society of Gerontology and Geriatrics (GGT) for the criteria ‚function‘, ‚user comfort‘, ‚maintenance‘ and ‚care‘ and was awarded
the rating „good“. The Powerturn drive has received the Plus X Award, having been tested in the
criteria ‚innovation‘, ‚functionality‘, ‚design‘ and
‚quality‘.
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Automatic sliding door systems

For comfort
and perfection

„Hygiene is of the
utmost priority in the
hospital. This is why it
is a great help when
doors open automatically. Hands stay sterile
and we can start work
immediately.“

Sliding doors save space and look elegant and modern. Glass versions are ideal in cases where natural
light should be utilised and optical criteria need to
be fulfilled. GEZE automatic sliding doors, which can
be inconspicuously integrated into façades, allow for
the most diverse user requirements to be realised in
a building.
In entrance areas, as part of a vestibule or to automate
internal doors, the GEZE automatic sliding doors combine design and technical comfort in the design of
barrier-free buildings.
They are the solution to barrier-free passage of large,
heavy doors and can be integrated discreetly into the
façade. Requirements concerning emergency exit
routes are met.

Sylvia F., 38 years old, operating
theatre nurse

An overview of the automatic sliding door systems:
The Slimdrive series variants, with a height of
just seven centimetres, can be perfectly integrated
into every type of architecture and can be used in
a wide range of applications. A break-in prevention
model, which has been tested in line with resistance
class 2, is also available here.

c

impermeably sealing automatic solution for heavy
doors that have to be opened quickly. The Powerdrive
operating theatre sliding door system is also used
in intensive care units and offers a high degree of
operating comfort.
The automated Perlan AUT-NT solution is
particularly suitable for comfortable patient wards.
The Perlan AUT-NT drives open and close spacesaving sliding partitions between adjacent internal
rooms at the push of a button.

c

The GEZE ECdrive series stands for cost-effective
and reliable automatic door drives. The drive is ideally
suited to heavily frequented doors.

c

Safety and operating comfort even where
large-sized, heavy and wide-opening door leaves
are involved are the characteristic features of the
Powerdrive series. Operating theatres and intensive
care units are some of the most sensitive areas in
a hospital. Hygiene is of the utmost importance.
The sliding door system Powerdrive PL-HT is an

c
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The manual sliding door system Perlan 140
with SoftStop draw-in damping is recommended
for smooth-running sliding doors. The sliding panel
is guided automatically, gently and noiselessly into
the end position and thus prevents any jamming or
pinching.

c
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Actuation devices
for automatic doors
Automatic doors only become absolutely accessible
and convenient to use when they are equipped with
suitable actuation devices and safety sensors. These
allow the opening and closing of doors and windows

24

with GEZE drive solutions to be customised to user
requirements. The range of products on offer provide
the optimum actuation solution for every door and
window situation.

GEZE elbow switch

GEZE LED sensor push button

GEZE wireless programme
in barrier-free everyday use

The GEZE wide-range reader –
Access control and protection

The large-sized LS 990 stainless steel activation detectors
are suitable for all-purpose use
on automatic doors. The lowpriced elbow switches wirelessly actuate automatic swing and
sliding doors on the inside and
outside of buildings at the push
of a button – reliably, comfortably and safely.

Sturdy LED sensor push buttons with blue LED lighting
from GEZE are intuitive to use
and easy to recognise even in
the dark. They can be used on
the inside or outside. The sensor push button works without
contact through its increased
sensing distance. The haptic
Braille lettering and visual signals assist those with limited
visual or hearing capabilities.

As an alternative to non-contact
operating comfort, combined
safety actuation sensors provide
opening convenience to wheelchair users in particular. Doors
and windows are actuated wirelessly at the push of a button,
and then open and close automatically.

Access to certain areas can be controlled and monitored with the
GCLR wide-range reader of the
GEZE SecuLogic access control
system. Automatic doors open
automatically in the scanned area.
An advantage for the transportation of beds in hospitals, when the
nursing staff do not have a free
hand. It is recommended for use
as a personal protection system
for the detection, for example, of
disorientated people with a tendency to wander off.

Accessories wide-range reader

Field tester GCLR-LF

Ttransponder as key ring
GCLR-ID

Transponder with two
keys GCLR-ID

Wristband transponder
GCLR-ID
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GEZE door technology
Versatility and reliability

This means that neither hold-open devices
nor free swing door closers need to be used in
this field in most cases, and yet the normative
requirements for the accessibility of doors are fulfilled.
In the case of products with a lower efficiency, this is
only possible for doors with a door leaf width of up
to 950 mm. Hold-open devices are generally recomThe very high effectiveness of the components in the mended for fire doors.
GEZE TS 5000 ECline door closer permits doors up
to 1,250 millimetres wide to be equipped with door
closers and still meet this maximum specification.
Where narrower doors are used, the operating forces
remain significantly under the requirements made by
the standard.
New standards, e.g. the DIN 18040 in the field of
door technology, have placed new requirements on
the maximum permitted operating forces on doors.
Therefore, a maximum opening moment of 47 Nm
has been defined for doors that have to be fitted with
a door closer.

The basic requirement of preventive fire protection is described by the Model Building
Regulation: §14 MBO: Fire protection
“Building systems are to be arranged, built, modified and maintained in such a way that the occurrence of a fire and the spreading of fire and smoke
(fire spreading) is prevented and the rescue of
people and animals and, in the event of a fire, effective fire fighting is possible.”

“For us, it is extremely important that fire protection
doors can be held open
electrically and yet still close
safely in the event of a fire.
This means they no longer
represent a barrier in our
day-to-day hospital life.
Which in turn means one less
worry for us on the way to
the operating theatre.”

Sylvia F., 38 years old, operating theatre
nurse
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doors are thus particularly suitable for hospitals and
The GEZE product range includes hold-open sys- facilities for the elderly.
tems, free swing door closers and swing door drives.
A barrier-free solution can be achieved for every door The flexible all-rounder with barrierrequirement.
free strengths
With the aid of an integrated opening assistance,
doors equipped with the TS 5000 ECline door closer
Hold-open devices
GEZE hold-open devices hold fire doors open can be opened with very little physical effort required.
electrically. As a result, door leaves can be held in They provide safe protection in the event of a fire.
position and accessed barrier-free until they are either The TS 5000 ECline achieves the high closing force
unlocked manually or, in the case of a fire, unlocked size 5 as per DIN EN 1154. It fulfils the requirements
via the smoke switch so that the door closes safely. of the DIN 18040 standard (max. 47 Nm) in terms of
GEZE offers a wide range of hold-open devices for va- maximum opening torque. Barrier-free doors are thus
rious applications; they have been specially designed possible up to a leaf width of 1,250 millimetres. The
high effectiveness of the TS 5000 ECline means that
for use in preventative fire protection.
the work performed during opening of the door is
A hold-open system approved by the authorities outputted as closing force again. The steep decline
comprises at least a fire alarm, power supply unit, trig- in opening torque offers increased convenience by
ger mechanism and hold-open mechanism which making opening easier. The opening assistance force
overcomes the spring force of the door closer to close can also be switched off, depending on the application.
the door.
The door closer variant TS 5000 R houses these components in a sleek guide rail. GEZE hold-open mechanisms are also available for “integrated” (i.e. installed
in the door leaf) door closers, ﬂoor springs and automatic swing door drives.

Award-winning user comfort
The TS 5000 ECline door closer was also awarded
the rating “commended” in the user tests of the
German Society of Gerontology and Geriatrics
(GGT).

Hold-open systems which are equipped with the
door closer TS 5000 ECline, meet accessibility criteria even after release by the fire alarm with door leaf
widths of up to 1,250 millimetres.

Free swing door closers – „Free swing“

makes doors as light as a feather

Depending on how a door or room is used, electric
hold-open systems are recommended to keep doors
open constantly. This includes the use of electric
freeswing door closers such as the GEZE TS 5000 EFS.
Once they have been opened – for example in the
morning – it is possible to pass through the doors in
the opening and closing direction without additional
resistance, like quite “normal” doors. In the event of
a fire, the TS 5000 EFS closes the doors automatically and thus prevents the fire spreading. Free swing
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GEZE

window
technology
The location and weight of windows
mean that they are often very diﬃcult
to open, especially for the elderly, for
people with physical limitations and
for children. Skylights are often almost
impossible to reach without tools and
heavy windows can rarely be opened
manually.

most
wide-ranging
Solutions to suit the

requirements
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„The windows in our nursery are very high up.
But I can open them myself with the touch of
a button – automatic windows make us small
people feel tall!“
Tim, 4 years old, likes not having to rely on the help
of adults in his nursery.

I

t isn‘t just doors that can be power-assisted; the The ultra-modern drive systems for the different
opening and closing of windows can also be window shapes and types have a discreet appearance.
made easier for users and become barrier-free.
If integrated in the window, they cannot be seen.

GEZE supplies window drive systems for new
buildings and for retro-fitting in existing buildings. The
With the aid of control technology that can be comprehensive range covers drive systems for regular
configured to match the individual ventilation ventilation through to complete fresh and exhaust
requirements in a building, these systems permit air solutions for safe and fast natural smoke venting
“intelligent”, coordinated and user-independent (NRA) in the event of a fire. Within a smoke and heat
extraction system GEZE also offers a complete range
building ventilation.
In this way, windows on a certain side of the building of door components as reﬂow surfaces for the smoke
can be opened at certain times, for example in the vent.
morning, and guarantee an excellent room climate.
Connected temperature, CO2 or rain-wind sensor
sets guarantee efficient ventilation and minimise heat
losses.
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The electrically operated
drive systems from GEZE

Safety with
ventilation power

The intelligent way to comfortably open
windows in a controlled manner

RWA saves lives and
offers daily comfort

The electrical ventilation drive systems are convenient and easy to operate. They are used for the daily
barrier-free ventilation of windows.

The GEZE product range in the
field of ventilation technology
comprises:

and user-friendly electric chain
drives as direct openers.
c Powerful electric spindle drives, which
can be used as direct openers, fitting close
to the profile, including an opening and
locking system.
c In combination with electrically operated
linear drives GEZE slimline fanlight scissors
can also be operated electrically.
c Installation

In the case of fire, 24 V variants of natural smoke and
heat extraction system (RWA) solutions prevent the
development of smoke close to the ground and, as
such, ensure a fast and safe escape.
For safe use of natural smoke and heat venting, GEZE
supplies supplementary systems as fresh air solutions

The GEZE product range in
the field of smoke and heat
extraction systems (RWA)
comprises:

c Standard smoke and heat extraction systems, such
as, e.g. electrical chain drives and electrical spindle drives,

which can be used for daily barrier-free ventilation.
Thanks to sufficiently dimensioned fresh air areas in
the lower part of the building, cold air can ﬂow in. Due
to thermal buoyancy, smoke gas rises and is drawn off
via the venting areas in the upper part of the room
or building. For this interaction between fresh and
exhaust air openings, GEZE has a whole range of
matching RWA products. The coordinated activation
and release of all RWA fresh and exhaust air openings
is triggered by one of the GEZE RWA control units.
The welcome side eﬀect of RWA solutions is that
they can be used for daily, barrier-free ventilation
at ventilation windows.

as well as opening and locking systems.
c Natural smoke and heat exhaust ventilators
(SHEVs): A SHEV is a natural smoke and heat ventilation
device in line with EN 12101-2 which ensures the extraction
of smoke and hot gases from a building in the case of fire.
c Fresh air systems, e.g. as a combination of door closer
and RWA control unit, as a retractable arm drive for doors
and windows or as an automatic door for creating a large
fresh air area.
c GEZE RWA control units, e.g. the RWA control unit
MBZ 300 for the coordinated release of all doors and
windows equipped with opening systems. They are used
as reﬂow openings for fresh air or for exhaust air openings
for smoke. As a side effect, the MBZ 300 also controls the
daily ventilation functions.

30
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Safety technology
The conflict between barrier-free
access and safety
„When the alarm went off in our department store due to a fire recently, no-one really
knew where they needed to go. Luckily, the building has a well signposted emergency
exit route and the doors on the route all open automatically within seconds. As a result,
we were all able to exit the building quickly and without injury.“
Kristin, 24 years old, employee in a large department store

Accessibility and the safety

guarantees and monitors the passage of doors
on escape and rescue routes, an emergency exit
functions in emergency exit opener and a self-locking motor lock with (anti-)panic
function. This means the door is locked in normal
operation and can be controlled and secured by the
routes
door control unit. If the emergency button is pressed
The aims of achieving accessibility in the sense of using in an emergency or if the fire alarm system triggers an
a building without any assistance or limitations, and alarm, the door can be passed at all times.
access to rooms exclusively for authorised persons do
The system is particularly suitable for situations
not have to contradict one another.
where doors have to fulfil different functions. These
In hospitals, care facilities or assisted living facilities, are usually free passage during daytime operation
where people requiring special protection or with or at certain times and safe locking during the night.
mobility difficulties are staying, there is sometimes a Equally, the doors must be able to be opened quickly
kind of conﬂicting wish for complete accessibility on in an emergency, making barrier-free evacuation of
the one hand but safety functions of emergency exit the building possible. In this case, an alarm is triggered
doors on the other. An obstacle-free escape route – an advantage which permits carers to clarify the
in the event of an emergency and controlled door situation on site without delay. The door can be
passage are two different requirements which must opened in a controlled manner from the outside at
any time by means of a key or access control system.
be reconciled.
Automatic sliding and swing doors fulfil these different
requirements on one door using an “intelligent” trio:
a door control unit as a central control unit, which

32
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An overview of GEZE safety systems
GEZE SecuLogic
access control systems

GEZE SecuLogic
emergency exit systems

Modern access management

Obstacle-free escape routes

Access control systems make buildings safer and
more convenient. They are used for more and more
fields of application, for example for hospital administration wings or children’s wards.

Whether in hospitals or care facilities, schools, nursery
schools or public buildings – in the event of an emergency it is vital to be able to evacuate the building
safely and without obstacles as quickly as possible.
For this reason, emergency exit safety systems are essential at certain exits. This is the case where exits or
internal doors also serve as emergency exits. In this
function, they must always be freely accessible.

The systems regulate “who” can enter the various
areas of a building “where” and “when”. A person or
group of persons can move around the building without keys being necessary. Identification at the door is
by means of an RFID reader and an ID card, so-called
keys or entry of a PIN code. Biometric identification
e.g. by fingerprint is becoming more and more popular and requires a biometric fingerprint reader.

Accessibility with a wide-range reader
With a wide-range reader near the door and a transponder carried by the user, the GEZE access control
system also serves to protect those who may be disoriented or suffering from dementia, for example.
In conjunction with automatically
operated
doors, barriers or gates,
the wide-range reader
provides barrier-free user
convenience due to its
“hand-free” functionality.
GEZE access control systems can easily be combined with GEZE automatic sliding and swing
door systems.
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Contradictory requirements on emergency exits
cause some “tension”, because from the outside – regardless of their primary task of providing an obstacle-free escape in an emergency – they should only
be able to be passed by authorised people. This can
be achieved, for example, by using an access control
system in combination with an (anti-)panic lock. From
the inside, the emergency exit should be able to be
opened at all times.
With the GEZE door control unit TZ 320, the control
functions are no problem at all.
The “intelligent” coordination provided by the door
control unit secures and
monitors door passage on
escape and rescue routes.
In an emergency, it ensures
that buildings can be evacuated safely in a very short
time.

GEZE SecuLogic
IQ Locks
For everything that a door needs to be
able to do
Doors in hospitals frequently open and close every
few seconds and have to work smoothly. Sensitive
areas such as laboratories must be reliably closed and
locked.
The self-locking IQ lock panic locks allow controlled
passage through a door from outside and burglarresistant locking. The full panic function allows a door
to be opened in an emergency simply by pushing the
door knob, and makes it possible to leave the building in the direction of the emergency exit without
any obstacles. The IQ lock AUT panic lock can even be
used on automatic double-leaf full panic doors.
With the options offered by the IQ lock family, the
full range of comfort and safety requirements can
be realised on a door: from mechanical self-locking
and motor-driven unlocking, the full panic function
and insurance-compliant locking to accessibility and
connection to a smoke and heat extraction system, a
rescue route or an access control system.

The GEZE SecuLogic emergency exit system is ﬂexible – GEZE door drives and
door closers can also be integrated in the system.
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Project solutions – Case studies
1

2

3

GEZE project solutions fulfil the highest requirements when it comes to functionality, quality and design. GEZE products can be found in
renowned buildings across the world.

Hotels
1 I Kempinski Hotel, Antalya, Turkey
2 I The Great Wall Sheraton Hotel, Beijing, China
3 I Hotel Le Meridien Lav, Split, Croatia
1

2

3
Airports, train stations, ships
1 I Ankara Airport, Turkey
2 I Exterior view, train station, Minsk, Belarus
3 I AIDAdiva
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Shopping centres, office buildings
1 I Krämaren Shoppingcenter, Örebro, Sweden
2 I Kanyon Shopping Center, Istanbul, Turkey
3 I Weißer Wind office buildings, Riga, Latvia

Hospitals, care institutions
1 I Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, England
2 I Robert Bosch Krankenhaus, Stuttgart, Germany
3 I Augustinum, Stuttgart, Germany

Educational facilities
1 I Landwirtschaftliche Fachhochschule Winkelhof, Austria
2 I Ammerseegymnasium, Dießen, Germany
3 I German School, Beijing, China

Sport and leisure facilities
1 I O2 Arena, Berlin, Germany
2 I Taida Football Stadium, Tianjin, China
3 I Žatika multi-purpose sports hall, Porec, Croatia
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